Host AGMSergio says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Start Artemis 9905.21>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

FCO_Vrayl says:
::punching in a few more evasive maneuver macros...::

XOBryant says:
:::::Paces behind the Tac officer and watches as the crew efficiently goes about their tasks::::::

CIV_Kayan says:
::standing behind Vraylle not sure she wants to be here at all::

OPS{Cap} says:
::at OPS running a system check::

Host CO_Ross says:
::In the RR awaiting the Crew to return to the ship::

CSO_MacMe says:
::On bridge at science station, adding last adjustments to new shield modulations::

MO_Ianden says:
::Sighs, then enters sickbay::

CSS_Ruk says:
@::takes up position at the edge of the system training its sensors out over space while the Nilan loads troops::

CTOFenrir says:
XO: Ship is at yellow alert sir, security teams moving to sensitive areas of the ship now sir.

CMO_Senn says:
::in her office in sickbay::

SO_Joe says:
::enters bridge::

CSS_Nilan says:
@COMM:Ruk: The 53 order is boarding the ship commander.

FCO_Vrayl says:
CO: ETA is 10 minutes.

CNS_Sodak says:
::Returning From Risa::

XOBryant says:
CTO: Lt. Fenrir I want you to make sure that each crewman is issued a side arm.

SO_Joe says:
CSO: Need a hand?

CSO_MacMe says:
::Looking up at Kayan:: Kayan: Shouldn't you be down in SickBay getting things ready?

CSS_Ruk says:
@COM: Nilan: Understood, Captain .... carry on.

MO_Ianden says:
::walks into the CMO's Office::

CMO_Senn says:
::reviews the orders about the new medical officer she has been assigned::

XOBryant says:
FCO: Lt Vraylle do you have the course plotted to our patrol sector?

CTOFenrir says:
::Walks around the bridge handing out a phaser to everyone::

JHS_Eharo says:
@::leaves its docking bay slowly the new energy weapon installed and ready for testing::

Host CO_Ross says:
*XO*:  Mr. Bryant, I would like Security to verify all aboard as ship's personnel, I do not want to take intruders to the Dominion Front

CSO_MacMe says:
::Looks back at SO:: SO: Set up a good area sensor sweep.

CIV_Kayan says:
::looks over at Jason and shakes her head::  CSO:  The captain said he wanted me here to work a bit with the FCO.

SO_Joe says:
SO: Aye

XOBryant says:
*CO* Aye sir, I will have the medical section assist if you don't mind

FCO_Vrayl says:
CO: Sector 7 ETA, 10 minutes.

Host CO_Ross says:
*CIV*: Miss Kayan, would you come to my RR?

CSO_MacMe says:
::Back at Kayan:: But... ::Wait a minute, she doesn't work in Sick Bay:: Kayan: Never mind...

SO_Joe says:
::recalibrates the SRS and LRS::

CTOFenrir says:
::Walks back over to tactical::

MO_Ianden says:
CMO: Lt.JG Ianden Immolisius reporting for duty, Sir!

CNS_Sodak says:
::Arrives on Artemis:::

CSS_Nilan says:
@COMM:Base: We are ready to depart.

CIV_Kayan says:
::a bit nervous:: *CO*:  Yes sir

CMO_Senn says:
::raises her head:: MO: Immolisius... ::stands:: Welcome to the Artemis, Lt.

CSO_MacMe says:
::Returning back to console, and monitors the status of the sensors, keeping fingers crossed on their updates::

JHS_Eharo says:
@::commences the first test of the energy weapon::

CSS_Nilan says:
<Base>@COMM:Nilan: You are clear to go. good luck Captain.

CIV_Kayan says:
::takes a deep breath and walks over to the RR.  Pushes the chime::

XOBryant says:
FCO: Very well Lt., maintain course and speed, and please advise when we arrive.

MO_Ianden says:
CMO: Thank you sir!::Smiles::

Host CO_Ross says:
*CIV*: Enter!

SO_Joe says:
CSO: Did you think we can use refractive shielding against the Breen?

CIV_Kayan says:
::enters the room and stands in front of the captain wondering what she had done::

FCO_Vrayl says:
::nods to XO::

CMO_Senn says:
::smiles back at the MO:: MO: Please take a seat Lt.

CSS_Nilan says:
@:: clears the station and forms on the Ruk's wing ::

MO_Ianden says:
::Sits down::

CTOFenrir says:
All: Does everyone have a phaser?

CSO_MacMe says:
SO: Have you done simulations on that?

CSS_Ruk says:
@::checks his load out of troops and weaponry::

SO_Joe says:
CSO: A few ::hands him a PADD on the results::

Host CO_Ross says:
CIV:  Miss Kayan, being that we are headed for a hostile war zone, I thought it fitting to make you an Acting Ensign!

CMO_Senn says:
MO: I have been reading your files, I trust you will be a needed addition to this crew.

CIV_Kayan says:
::gulps in surprise::  CO:  Captain?  A what?

Dom_Base says:
@COM: Ruk: Fleet Commander, the Founder wishes you a safe journey and asks that you download your flight plan to the base immediately.

CNS_Sodak says:
::Enters office::

CSS_Nilan says:
@COMM:Ruk: We are ready for perimeter patrol.

CSO_MacMe says:
::Looking at PADD, looks pretty good:: SO: OK, program that in as a contingency.  How did it do against Dominion ships?

JHS_Eharo says:
@::primary testing complete::

MO_Ianden says:
CMO: Thank You again, sir

Host CO_Ross says:
CIV: An Acting Ensign, you will have all the rights and privileges of a SF Ensign, although you will not carry a commission!

XOBryant says:
CTO:  Lt, would you see to it that a security team goes by sick bay and gets a med tech and makes sure that everyone aboard is who they say they are?

CSS_Ruk says:
@COM: Nilan: Commence perimeter patrol Gul.

OPS{Cap} says:
::runs another system diagnostic::

CIV_Kayan says:
::wondering if this was good or bad::

XOBryant says:
FCO: How is she handling Lt?

Host CO_Ross says:
::Hands the ActEns a pip to place on her collar

CMO_Senn says:
::nods at the MO and sets to business:: MO: I suppose you have read our orders for this mission, right?

CIV_Kayan says:
CO:  Ummm... thank you sir.  What do I do now?

FCO_Vrayl says:
XO: Still en route. ETA 7 minutes

JHS_Eharo says:
@::slows as it nears an asteroid and trains its newly installed energy weapon on it ...... fires draining the asteroid of what little energy it had ...... asteroid explodes::

MO_Ianden says:
CMO: Yes, Sir::His smile fades away::

Host CO_Ross says:
CIV: Return to your station with Lt. Vyralle, dismissed!

CTOFenrir says:
XO: Aye sir.  ::Sends a security team to sickbay::

CIV_Kayan says:
CO:  yes sir  :: a bit breathlessly leaves the RR and heads back to Vraylle::

CSS_Nilan says:
@:: downloads the flight plan to base ::

SO_Joe says:
CSO: Dominion ships couldn't get a fix on the ship unless they could readjust the sensors to compensate for it

OPS{Cap} says:
::notes a small instability in the console's interface with the sensor array:: ~~~010000110110000101110001:011001110110010101110100001000000110110101100101001000000110000100100000011101000111100101110000011001010010000000110110001000000111001001100101011101100010000001100001011001000110000101110000011101000110111101110010~~~

CSS_Ruk says:
@::complies and downloads his flight plan to the base .... damn founders::

XOBryant says:
::::Tries to stop pacing and makes himself sit down and try not to think about something that he knows he forgetting::::::

CNS_Sodak says:
::Sends messages to loved ones::

Host CO_Ross says:
::waits a minute, then exits to the bridge::

CMO_Senn says:
MO: Sickbay is ready already in case we have casualties, which I hope we won't. In the meantime I'd like you to review the whole crew's physical reports in order to become familiar to each... after all, I hope we won't be in war forever.

CSO_MacMe says:
SO: This sounds better all the time.  You did good working this up.  Please advise the XO of this technique.

CSS_Nilan says:
@COMM:Ruk: we are ready to depart and all systems are working at 100% efficiency.

SO_Joe says:
CSO: Aye

AEnsKayan says:
::standing behind Vraylle watching while, rubbing the pip in thought::

CTOFenrir says:
XO: All security teams in position, including guards outside sickbay sir

XOBryant says:
:::Stands:::; CO: sir we are in route speed warp factor 7 with no contacts in sensor range, the ship is at yellow alert.

FCO_Vrayl says:
::notices the pip and raises an eyebrow::

XOBryant says:
CTO: Very good Lt, carry on.

MO_Ianden says:
CMO: Yes Sir, I will start now!

Host CO_Ross says:
XO: Very well, Mr. Bryant, carry on, report on status check of the crew?  all in order?

CMO_Senn says:
MO: Wait a second, Immolisius....

AEnsKayan says:
::notes Vraylle's response and shrugs::  FCO:  what do you need me to do?  Sir?

CSO_MacMe says:
::Glancing over at Kayan, haven't I seen here like that before???::

CMO_Senn says:
::smiles::

FCO_Vrayl says:
CO: ETA 5 minutes....

OPS{Cap} says:
<{Caq}> ~~~0100000101110010011001010010000001111001011011110111010100100000011100110111010101110010011001010010000001110100011010000110000101110100001000000110100101110011001000000111011101101001011100110110010100111111~~~ <{Cap}> 0101100101100101011100110010110000100000011101110110010100100000011001000110111101101110001001110111010000100000011010000110000101110110011001010010000001110100011010010110110101100101

XOBryant says:
CO: Aye sir, I have ordered the entire crew armed and we are as ready as we will ever be.

CTOFenrir says:
::Scanning the area::

FCO_Vrayl says:
::turns to face the new Ensign:: Kayan: Simply observe, for the moment. This panel may be unfamiliar to you.

Host CO_Ross says:
XO: Excellent, my compliments!

OPS{Cap} says:
<{Caq}> ::leaves the Bridge, {Cap} remains on the bridge::

AEnsKayan says:
FCO:  True.  I have never flown a starship before.

CSS_Nilan says:
@COMM:Ruk: what are your orders commander?

XOBryant says:
:::smiles::::CO: sir its not just me she's a good ship and a better crew, I really feel sorry for the dominion.

FCO_Vrayl says:
::nods and turns back to the console::

AEnsKayan says:
FCO:  I take it that most things are basically the same?

MO_Ianden says:
::Starts on the physical reports, And mumbles "Thank God this is not a galaxy class ship"::

OPS{Cap} says:
::continues his system diagnostics and sets up a plan for integration of the new converter::

CSS_Ruk says:
@Com: Nilan: Continue on course, Gul.  Perimeter patrol until the 12th order arrives, then we will carry out our mission.

CMO_Senn says:
MO: There is a small med detain in Engineering and another one on their way to the bridge. I think that for now that's all you need to know, we'll work on everything that's left as time goes by.

SO_Joe says:
::takes the PADD::

FCO_Vrayl says:
Kayan: Yes, for the large part. There are some discrepancies, of course. Most non-starships cannot be set to warp 9.975... ::points to the appropriate controls::

MO_Ianden says:
CMO: Aye sir!

CSO_MacMe says:
::Setting monitoring of Dominion and Breen communication channels.::

Host CO_Ross says:
CSO:  Mr. MacMer, change your scans to passive, launch passive probes!

CSS_Nilan says:
@COMM:Ruk: As you wish. Nilan out.

OPS{Cap} says:
<{Caq}> ::picks up converter and then starts walking back to the Bridge::

XOBryant says:
CSO: Lt. McMer I want you to prepare five class one probes with full sensor pallets, we are gonna set them up on a patrol pattern and collect the data with a secure link.

AEnsKayan says:
::nods and listens, making sure nothing is forgotten::

CSS_Ruk says:
@::nods to himself as he reviews the PADDs in his hands::

CSS_Nilan says:
@:: impulse engines power up ::

CMO_Senn says:
::smiles at the eagerness of the young MO, and goes back to her work::

CSO_MacMe says:
CO, XO: Aye, sir.

SO_Joe says:
XO: Commander Bryant, should I interrupt you for a second?

Host CO_Ross says:
FCO: Mr. Vraylle, Status?

CSO_MacMe says:
SO: Ensure all your scans are passive only.

SO_Joe says:
<could>

JHS_Eharo says:
@::monitors the explosive debris from the asteroid and sends a report to the Vorta in charge of the base::

MO_Ianden says:
::Keeps looking at the crew's physical reports::

FCO_Vrayl says:
CO: ETA 2 minutes....

CNS_Sodak says:
::Heads for bridge::

CSO_MacMe says:
::Confirming that my comm monitoring is passive only::

SO_Joe says:
CSO: Aye

XOBryant says:
SO: feel free

Host CO_Ross says:
FCO: Thank you!::Reads his PADD::

CSS_Nilan says:
@:: Breaks wing formation  and clears station perimeter at 1/2 impulse ::

Host CO_Ross says:
OPS: Mr. Cap/q, ships manning status, gamma still on reserve?

AEnsKayan says:
::accessing her test pilot host memories for anything that she might need::

OPS{Cap} says:
CO: Yes sir, gamma is ready at a moment's notice sir.

SO_Joe says:
XO: I got designs for refractive shielding. I performed some simulations and the ship was almost never detected

CMO_Senn says:
::her mind focuses in the job at hand, and she brings the ship's bridge status in her desktop::

OPS{Cap} says:
::both shudder at the same time although on different decks::

Host CO_Ross says:
OPS: Very well!

Host CO_Ross says:
FCO: Mr. Vraylle, sublight

MO_Ianden says:
CMO: There are not that many crew members on this ship, from what I see.

CSO_MacMe says:
::Clearing off bridge to go set up probe::

CSS_Nilan says:
@:: raises shields, powers up weapons and commences patrol mission ::

XOBryant says:
SO: its a good thought but almost isn't very certain and I really don't think that this is the time to be testing it, but keep working on it.

CNS_Sodak says:
::Exits TL::

CMO_Senn says:
MO: It's not a large ship, Immolisius, but it makes it easier to keep track of everyone ::grins::

FCO_Vrayl says:
::nods to the CO, and exits warp:: CO: In progress....

CSO_MacMe says:
SO: You have the bridge science station, advise me of any hostiles.

MO_Ianden says:
::Keeps looking at the reports::

SO_Joe says:
XO: Aye sir

SO_Joe says:
CSO: Yes Lt.

FCO_Vrayl says:
CO: We have entered Sector 7.

CSS_Ruk says:
@::holds position most vital systems aside form sensors powered down::

AEnsKayan says:
::looks back as Jason leaves and then returns to watching Vraylle::

XOBryant says:
::::Can't help it and stands up and almost starts to pace and then sits back down looking around to see if anyone notices the nervous gesture::::

CSS_Nilan says:
@:: deploying Early Warning Probes ::

MO_Ianden says:
::Sees that he is almost complete reviewing::

Host CO_Ross says:
*Ships Intercom*:  Crew and Officers, we have reached Sector 7, we are beginning our Patrol run

FCO_Vrayl says:
::notices the XO's nervous pacing::

CMO_Senn says:
::looks at her desktop:: MO: It seems we have arrived to sector 7... ::takes a deep breath and hopes everything will be all right::

Dom_Base says:
@::monitors the approach of the 12th order on Long Range Scans::

CSO_MacMe says:
::Enters turbo lift:: Lift: Deck 10.

SO_Joe says:
::takes his old station::

OPS{Cap} says:
<{Caq}> ::falls down against a wall on Deck 5, Cap remains intact but gets a sudden headache::

CTOFenrir says:
::watches sensors::

Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : A lone Crewman wanders in Shuttle bay, Complaining of recurring head-aches

AEnsKayan says:
::goes through a number of maneuvers from her memories, over in her mind::

MO_Ianden says:
::Looks at the phaser by his side, and Sighs::

CSS_Nilan says:
@COMM:Base: We have deployed the Early warning probes, just as the founder requested.

CSO_MacMe says:
::Exits turbo lift into the weapons storage, proceeds to the probe section::

Dom_Base says:
@COM: Nilan: Understood, Gul.

Host AGMSergio says:
<Crewman> CMO : Hello

MO_Ianden says:
CMO: I am finished reviewing these reports, sir.

JHS_Eharo says:
@::moves to escort position off the Nilan showing off its new energy weapon::

SO_Joe says:
::mutters under his breath:: It's a while since I sat here

Host CO_Ross says:
FCO: Mr. Vraylle, Ross Alpha 29 patrol pattern to start off with, as you please, you have leave to enter patrol patterns after that is complete

CMO_Senn says:
Crewman: Hello... what brings you here?

Host CO_Ross says:
[alpha]

FCO_Vrayl says:
CO: Understood. ::keys in the appropriate pattern::

CSO_MacMe says:
::Pulling out probe sensor package, adjusting to passive scanning, and setting up a tight beam data link::

Host AGMSergio says:
<Crewman> : I have this headaches....

CSS_Nilan says:
@COMM:JHS: You are under my command, you will follow my orders.

Dom_Base says:
@::the Jem Hadar in command acknowledges::

CSS_Nilan says:
@COMM:JHS: We are to patrol at full battle status

AEnsKayan says:
::watches carefully the coordinates for Ross Alpha 29::

SO_Joe says:
::sets sensors for passive scanning::

JHS_Eharo says:
@::as does the Jem Hadar on the fighter::

Host CO_Ross says:
FCO: Mr. Vraylle, terminate the ships navigational lights

CSO_MacMe says:
::Inserting sensor package into probe, running diagnostic on probe::

CNS_Sodak says:
::Senses crew's apprehension::

OPS{Cap} says:
<{Caq}> ::lies on the floor of Deck 5 unconscious::

XOBryant says:
:::Once again ponders the ludicrous treaty that outlawed the development of Cloaking technology:::::

CMO_Senn says:
::frowns... the crewman doesn't seem to be too good... the chance to see the new MO in action:: MO: will you please examine Crewman Smith?

XOBryant says:
CO: sir I think that we should take all ships systems to minimal output also, no use in giving the Jem Hadar more to detect.

MO_Ianden says:
CMO: Yes, Sir.

FCO_Vrayl says:
::shuts off the lights::

Host AGMSergio says:
<Smith> ::sits on a Bio-bed, not looking too good::

FCO_Vrayl says:
CO: Done.

CSO_MacMe says:
::Shifting probe over into launcher, closing hatch:: XO: Sir, probe ready for  launch.  I'll configure a back up while I'm here.

CSS_Nilan says:
@COMM:JHS: Proceed ahead of us, keep your distance at 20,00km.

CSS_Ruk says:
@::orders the impulse engines lit and begins patrol on the galactic north border of the system::

XOBryant says:
CSO: Thank you Lt.

OPS{Caq} says:
::lies on the floor unconscious::

Host CO_Ross says:
XO: I would agree XO, but we are here to conduct a patrol, we are the bait!

MO_Ianden says:
::Scans Smith with a medical tricorder::

JHS_Eharo says:
@COM: Nilan: Understood.

CMO_Senn says:
::follows the men to the patient’s area and gets ready to assist Immolisius::

OPS{Cap} says:
::tries to figure out why he lost contact with {Caq}::

XOBryant says:
CO: sir the probe ready to launch, by your leave.

Host CO_Ross says:
XO: Launch at your convenience XO

CNS_Sodak says:
Ops: Is there something wrong?

XOBryant says:
CO: aye sir

CSS_Nilan says:
@COMM:Base: The Early Warning probes will come on line in 45 minutes.

AEnsKayan says:
::seeing other busy, starts to get a bit bored::

OPS{Cap} says:
CNS: Yes there is

XOBryant says:
CTO: Launch the probe on a diametrically opposite course and set it to begin emitting after clearing the area

OPS{Cap} says:
CNS: I can't sense my companion at all, as if he's just not there

CMO_Senn says:
::watches approvingly the professional way in which the MO is treating Smith::

SO_Joe says:
::wonders if the Dominion is out there::

MO_Ianden says:
hmm, Smith: It seems you have a migraine.

CTOFenrir says:
XO: Probe launched sir.

AEnsKayan says:
::not to mention tired of standing doing nothing::

XOBryant says:
:::Nods to the CTO:::::

XOBryant says:
CSO: Keep your eyes on the read outs from the probe Lt.

CNS_Sodak says:
Ops: I couldn't sense him either.....perhaps sickbay should know about this

Host CO_Ross says:
AENS: Mr. Kayan, program an evasive course into the computer for 180 degrees about at warp 9.5 and hold in memory

CSS_Nilan says:
@COMM:JHS: Is there anything on your sensors?

OPS{Cap} says:
*CMO* OPS to sickbay, A possible medical emergency

Host AGMSergio says:
<Smith> Ianden : I.. Thanks.. Can you do something about it?

MO_Ianden says:
Smith: You are lucky a migraine is one of the easiest things to treat::Grins::

FCO_Vrayl says:
::stands up and aside to let her do as ordered::

CSO_MacMe says:
::Finishing with readying the second probe, cycles now empty launch tube, and loads second probe:: *XO*: Second probe is loaded for launching should we need it.  I'm returning to the bridge now.

OPS{Cap} says:
*Computer* Computer: what is the current location of Lieutenant 010000110110000101110001?

CMO_Senn says:
*OPS* I'm on my way, Lt.

AEnsKayan says:
::nods at the captain and sits down at the other post::

JHS_Eharo says:
@COM: Nilan: Negative Gul.

CMO_Senn says:
MO: I'll be in the bridge ::grabs a medical tricorder and rushes off sickbay to the TL::

OPS{Cap} says:
<Computer> Lieutenant 010000110110000101110001 is on Deck 5, corridor 3

CMO_Senn says:
TL: Bridge

XOBryant says:
CO: sir I would never doubt the validity of our orders but the chances of us outrunning a fight are pretty slim.

MO_Ianden says:
::Gets a hypo prepared for smith, Injects smith with the hypo;:

CNS_Sodak says:
Ops: Does this happen often with Binars?

AEnsKayan says:
::sets the program::  CO:  ready sir.

CSO_MacMe says:
::Returning to turbo lift:: Lift: Deck One.

FCO_Vrayl says:
::nods at the Ensign's work, and sits back down at his own console::

CMO_Senn says:
::exits the TL and enters the bridge:: OPS: What is the problem, Mr Cap?

Host AGMSergio says:
<Smith> ::feels better::

OPS{Cap} says:
OPS: we rarely split up like this, most of the time we are within 2 feet of each other. We were experimenting with a new interlink that uses the ship's COMM system instead of our own, it appears to either be malfunctioning, or Caq could be dead or at least unconscious

CMO_Senn says:
::glances sideways at the FC console::

AEnsKayan says:
:: finishes the uplink from FCO over to environmental station::

Host CO_Ross says:
CO:  We will be on the run, prior to a fire fight, unless we are totally surprised

FCO_Vrayl says:
::monitors the patrol progress, watching for even minor gravitational anomalies::

OPS{Cap} says:
CMO: I've lost all contact with Caq, it's like he's not even on the ship

CSS_Ruk says:
@::slows to 1/4 impulse after spotting something interesting on sensors::

CSO_MacMe says:
::Lift doors open to the bridge.  I return to the Science Station, and look over the SO's shoulder:: SO: Did I miss anything?

Dom_Base says:
@::notes the 12th order is only an hour out or so::

FCO_Vrayl says:
::glances briefly at the CMO, then forcibly return his attention to his console::

CMO_Senn says:
::narrows her eyes:: OPS: Have you tried to locate him through the computer?

XOBryant says:
CO: please sir, the idea of being "totally surprised by a Jem Hadar fighter is making my skin crawl, I can almost feel them out there.

SO_Joe says:
CSO: Not much, sensors are set to passive scanning

OPS{Cap} says:
CMO: He's on deck 5, corridor 3, but something must be wrong

CSO_MacMe says:
SO: Thank you,  You stay where you are, I'll go to this side console and work over the comm side.

Host CO_Ross says:
XO: What are your recommendations XO?

OPS{Cap} says:
::puts OPS in automatic and walks to the turbolift::

JHS_Eharo says:
@::continues further testing of the new energy weapon while escorting the Nilan::

XOBryant says:
CO: another trip to Risa? :::::smiles:::::

CMO_Senn says:
OPS: I suggest you come with me, Lt. ::turns to the TL::

OPS{Cap} says:
::enters TL with the CMO::

Host AGMSergio says:
<smith> ::thanks the MO and leaves sick bay::

XOBryant says:
CO: I really don't know sir, I really think that we have done everything that we can I just can't help but think that we are forgetting something.

Host CO_Ross says:
::smiles:: XO: After this patrol, perhaps.....

CMO_Senn says:
TL: Deck 5

Dom_Base says:
@::checks flight manifests noting only a handful of ships remain docked at the base while the Breen energy weapons are installed::

AEnsKayan says:
::assigns a code to maneuver for easier accessibility:: Hmmm.. ::Delta one I think::

Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : One of the Artemis' probe sensors detect an unknown sensor echo about 10 Light years away.. They appear on the science console.

CMO_Senn says:
OPS: Mr Cap... did you ever fix that trouble you two had when Peon was in the ship?

CSS_Nilan says:
@COMM:JHS: increase speed to full impulse.

CSO_MacMe says:
::Confirming communication jamming scheme is set up for quick access::

OPS{Cap} says:
CMO: not exactly, the problem seemed to have repaired itself, this is different though

SO_Joe says:
::notices a sensor echo::

FCO_Vrayl says:
::enters a quick second patrol leg:: CO: Starting second patrol leg.

CSO_MacMe says:
SO: Something?

CMO_Senn says:
OPS: Had it happened to you before? ::the TL arrives to deck 5 and she steps out::

OPS{Cap} says:
CMO: he's not even responding to his COMM badge and the CNS can’t sense him with his telepathic abilities

SO_Joe says:
CO: Sir, I've detected a sensor echo about 10 light years away

SO_Joe says:
<Sir>

JHS_Eharo says:
@::increases to full::

OPS{Cap} says:
::steps out with the CMO:: corridor 3 is over there ::points and starts walking::

CSS_Nilan says:
@:: Adjusts course to the next waypoint ::

AEnsKayan says:
::considers a few more and programs them in under her name::

OPS{Cap} says:
CMO: This has never happened before.

MO_Ianden says:
::Stares at his phaser for a few seconds::

CMO_Senn says:
::follows Cap, the medical tricorder ready in her hand::

CSS_Ruk says:
@::increases speed no longer interested in the sensor ghost it was examining::

XOBryant says:
CO: sir we should launch the second probe to triangulate and then try to get closer with both probes while putting more space between us and the contact.

OPS{Caq} says:
::still lying on the floor unconscious::

FCO_Vrayl says:
::notices the increased difficulty of piloting with passive sensors::

Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : The probe's sensors say it's a large object.. And stationary.

OPS{Cap} says:
::sees Caq:: CMO: There, look I was right, he's hurt ::points::

OPS{Cap} says:
::runs to companion::

CMO_Senn says:
::Nayla quickens her pace::

Host CO_Ross says:
FCO:  Mr. Vraylle, change your patterns directly from the probes to 70 degrees from center, I do not want a Jem'Hadar to simply follow the ion trail of a probe to our location.

AEnsKayan says:
::monitoring FCO's actions on her console::

FCO_Vrayl says:
::nods to the CO and quickly adjusts the course to correspond:: CO: Aye sir.

CMO_Senn says:
::runs to Caq and kneels by his side::

FCO_Vrayl says:
CO: Sir, I have an idea.

JHS_Eharo says:
@::the commanding Jem Hadar notes something on his sensors::

CSO_MacMe says:
::Setting second probe's trajectory per XO's suggest, making ready for launch::

CMO_Senn says:
::runs the tricorder over Caq's limp body::

CSS_Nilan says:
@COMM:JHS: Report?

SO_Joe says:
CSO: The probe says it's a large stationary object

CSO_MacMe says:
SO: How large, and are there any power emanations?

JHS_Eharo says:
@COM: Nilan: No unknown sensor readings to report, Gul. We only a single sensor ghost.  Attempting to identify now.

FCO_Vrayl says:
CO: Once, I used a visual enhancement logarithm to improve sensor scans...such enhancement could improve the quality of data from our passive scan data.

SO_Joe says:
CSO: That I don't know, could be a ship

XOBryant says:
::::Listens to the SO and CSO:::

Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : The probe also scans another three sensor echoes. 5 Light years from the other one.

Host CO_Ross says:
FCO: Very well, continue Mr. Vraylle

CSS_Nilan says:
@COMM:JHS: Keep scanning.

CSS_Ruk says:
@::orders his ship to come to a full stop and perform an active scan of the system::

CMO_Senn says:
::raises her head and taps her comm badge:: *Transporter Chief* Site to site transport for three, to sickbay.

CSO_MacMe says:
::Checking communication monitoring for chatter...::

JHS_Eharo says:
@COM: Nilan: Acknowledged.

CMO_Senn says:
Cap: He's in a coma ::the three dematerialize::

SO_Joe says:
CSO: The probe found 3 more sensor echoes about 5 from the first

FCO_Vrayl says:
::quickly uplinks to the SO station, and sends a copy of an old algorithm he used years ago, sets it to apply to passive scan data::

CSS_Nilan says:
@COMM:JHS: slow to 1/4 impulse.

CSS_Nilan says:
@:: speed drops to 1/4 impulse ::

JHS_Eharo says:
@::slows per orders::

SO_Joe says:
FCO: What's this?

CSO_MacMe says:
::Looking back at the SO's display:: SO: Are the new echoes moving?

Dom_Base says:
@::notes the 12th order roughly one hour out::

CSS_Nilan says:
@:: initiates a full scan of the system ::

Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : Artemis is 20 LY from the sensor echoes::

CMO_Senn says:
::materializes in sickbay and orders to have Caq lifted to a bio bed.::

FCO_Vrayl says:
SO: The enhancements.

Host CO_Ross says:
XO:  Mr. Bryant, status of that contact?

SO_Joe says:
CSO: I don't know

MO_Ianden says:
::Runs to the CMO to see if he can help::

CSO_MacMe says:
XO: Sir, there are three additional returns, smaller than the first, we're continuing monitoring.

SO_Joe says:
FCO: I'll see what it can do

FCO_Vrayl says:
::nods::

CMO_Senn says:
MO: I think we need an engineer Mr Immolisius

XOBryant says:
CO: sir  they have several contacts now, its really starting to get a little crowded out here, three of them are moving.

SO_Joe says:
::adds the enhancements to the sensors::

OPS{Cap} says:
::scans Caq with a normal tricorder after materializing in sickbay:: CMO: I see evidence of a power surge in his electronic components, could that have caused this condition?

Host CO_Ross says:
CSO: When they are within 3 LY advise immediately!

MO_Ianden says:
CMO: Okay ill contact engineering!

Host CO_Ross says:
XO: Cease launching of probes

CNS_Sodak says:
*Ops*: What is Caq's condition?

XOBryant says:
CO: Aye sir!

CMO_Senn says:
::nods at Cap:: OPS; I should have told you... MO: Hold it Lt, not yet.

CSO_MacMe says:
CO: Aye sir,

AEnsKayan says:
::listens to all that is said, becoming a bit nervous, wondering what she was doing on the bridge.  Looks over at Jason oddly and calms down::

OPS{Cap} says:
*CNS* He's in a coma

MO_Ianden says:
CMO:Yes,Sir

Host CO_Ross says:
CO: FCO: is there a nebula nearby?

XOBryant says:
CSO: find out more about the smaller objects.

SO_Joe says:
::turning on the enhancements::

FCO_Vrayl says:
::notices a slight gravitational pull from the sensor echo::

XOBryant says:
CO: sir a binary star system would work just as well.

FCO_Vrayl says:
CO: No sir, all clear.

CSS_Ruk says:
@::begins analyzing sensor return from active scan as he orders engines brought back up to speed::

CSO_MacMe says:
CO, XO: Sir, the smaller, moving contacts seem to be moving around the vicinity of the larger return.

CNS_Sodak says:
*Ops*: Well, I'm sure the good doctor can help Caq

Host CO_Ross says:
FCO: A binary star cluster?

JHS_Eharo says:
@::darts in and out of a small asteroid field at the galactic south end of the system::

CSO_MacMe says:
SO: Get all the data you can,

CMO_Senn says:
::brings the bio bed panels to life and scans Caq again, her frown deepening::

XOBryant says:
CO: Captain?  Now if I was the Jem Hadar, I think that I would have patrols out around a station, so that just might be what we are seeing.

Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : The probe is able to identify the three smaller objects.. One JH Battle cruiser, and two Galor class Starships

AEnsKayan says:
::wondering whether the ship can handle some of the things a test ship can, she pulls up specs from the computer and examines them::

CSO_MacMe says:
::Seeing the display, my jaw drops....:: CO, XO: We have an id on the smaller objects, they're hostiles!

SO_Joe says:
CSO: The three are a Jem Hadar battle cruiser and 2 Galor class starship

Dom_Base says:
@::notes the Breen energy weapons are slow to install ....::but steady::

CMO_Senn says:
:;sighs and wishes he had studied engineering instead of medicine::

FCO_Vrayl says:
CO: No sir. All clear, as I indicated earlier.

Host CO_Ross says:
CTO:  Have the computer start a plot on the contacts and set a course away and to their point of origin

MO_Ianden says:
::sees the CMO's frown::

Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : The probe's sensors state that the large object seems to be some sort of Starbase

CTOFenrir says:
CO: Aye

CSS_Nilan says:
@COMM:JHS: Adjust course to intercept the Ruk.

MO_Ianden says:
CMO: I was studying to become an engineer but decided to join starfleet med instead could I be of assistance??

JHS_Eharo says:
@:COM: Nilan: Acknowledged .... ::sets course for the Galactic North end of the system::

CSO_MacMe says:
XO: Would you like the data on the main screen?

Host CO_Ross says:
OPS: Mr. Cap/q alert SF on Starfleet channel 336, advise contact made, possible space station this sector/area

CSS_Nilan says:
@::makes a hard 180 degree turn and resumes course at full impulse ::

XOBryant says:
CSO: make it so

JHS_Eharo says:
@::leaves the small asteroid field using the energy weapon to devastate a asteroid or two on the way out::

Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : Due to some glitch, the probe starts active scanning

CMO_Senn says:
MO: I'll need to use our ceiling sensor cluster. We are going to try to invert the polarity on Mr Caq's circuits.. ::looks over at Cap::

CSO_MacMe says:
::Nods to SO: SO: Put the data up....

Dom_Base says:
@::spots on sensor echo on its strong Long Range Sensors roughly 10 ly out.

CSS_Nilan says:
@:: alert sounds ::

CMO_Senn says:
OPS: I will need to as you to go to my office.

SO_Joe says:
CSO: Aye ::puts the data on the screen::

CSS_Nilan says:
@COMM: JHS: Adjust course and intercept.

Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : The sensor data comes clearer now, that it's on active scans

FCO_Vrayl says:
::poises hands over emergency escape course::

OPS{Cap} says:
::reaches into sash on Caq's belt and gets a fiberoptic cable, plugs it into socket on belt and other into bio bed then heads to the CMO's office::

MO_Ianden says:
CMO:Yes::Weary of what she is thinking::

Dom_Base says:
@COM: Ruk: Fleet Commander, we have spotted a sensor echo approximately 10 LY from our position.  Investigate and report.

CSS_Ruk says:
@COM: Base: Understood .......

Host CO_Ross says:
FCO: Mr. Vraylle, change course to 237 mark 24, 1/3 impulse

CMO_Senn says:
::watches Cap leave and takes a deep breath:: MO: Have you done this before?

FCO_Vrayl says:
::changes course to 237 mark 24, 1/3 impulse::

AEnsKayan says:
::Thinking through a few, she adds two and puts three under the classification of Omega... last resort only::

CSS_Nilan @:: All crew goes to full battle stations :: (Alert.wav)

CSS_Ruk says:
@::hears reports that they are now receiving Federation active scan:: COM: Nilan: Intercept sensor echo and report in.

AEnsKayan says:
::jumps in surprise::

Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : The probe catches data on the station's weapons defense and offensive capacity

MO_Ianden says:
CMO: Not that I can recall, But I wont just try Ill do.

CSS_Nilan says:
@:: adjusts course and increases speed to warp 5 ::

FCO_Vrayl says:
::readies for high warp jump::

JHS_Eharo says:
@::changes course to intercept anticipating the Gul's orders and prepares for warp:: CMO: Nilan: Sensor Echo at 182.043.111

Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : The Three ships near the probe

CSS_Nilan says:
@COMM: Aye, go to full battle stations.

CSS_Ruk says:
@::watches both the JH Battle Cruiser and the other Galor Class enter warp.

OPS{Cap} says:
::peeks out of the doc's office:: CMO: Am I needed here, or should I go to the bridge and wait?

CMO_Senn says:
::brings the SSF over the bio bed, and sets the magnetic field in her tricorder, then attaches it to the SSF:: MO: then... wish us luck, Lt ::smiles::

XOBryant says:
CSO: why are those ships heading right for the probe?

CNS_Sodak says:
::To self:: Uh oh

CSS_Nilan says:
@:: arms all weapons and raises shields ::

SO_Joe says:
::sees data on weapon and defense::

CSS_Ruk says:
@::holds patrol position off the base::

CMO_Senn says:
MO: Please keep monitoring Mr Caq's status on the display ::presses the little red button::

Host CO_Ross says:
XO: Status?

MO_Ianden says:
::Monitors caq on the display::

JHS_Eharo says:
@::drops from warp near the probe and locks on its energy weapon waiting for orders from the Gul::

CSO_MacMe says:
::recording probe data:: XO: I'm not certain.  They must have picked it up on their sensors.

CMO_Senn says:
MO: I'll be looking, but tell me when the polarity for Caq's circuits are normal again ::doesn't hear Cap::

CSS_Nilan says:
@:: drops from warp ::

Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : The probe keeps spitting out data

CTOFenrir says:
XO: sir a probe has malfunctioned and gone into active scanning, i recommend we use the probe to lure the dominion ships away from the base so we can get a closer look

XOBryant says:
CO: sir something isn't right the patrolling ships changed course and are on a direct intercept course for it, it’s possible they have detected it.

CSS_Nilan says:
@COMM:JHS: can you trace the telemetry source?

MO_Ianden says:
CMO: Yes, Sir

Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : Now, its attention is on the close starships

XOBryant says:
CTO: set the probe on a course 90 degrees away from us and kick it up to maximum speed.

JHS_Eharo says:
@::attempts::: COM: Nilan: Unable to trace source, Gul.  Some form of interference.  Shall we destroy Federation Probe?

CTOFenrir says:
::Sends the probe off at full speed::  XO: done sir

OPS{Cap} says:
CMO: I really do think I should return to the bridge

CSS_Nilan says:
@COMM:JHS: Open fire !!!!

Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION :  Probe speeds away, and the first sew shots miss, since they where not expecting movement

OPS{Caq} says:
::the box on his belt blinks once and emits a very soft hum::

XOBryant says:
CO: sir I think that the CTO is right, I really don't think those ships will see us as long as we keep to minimum emissions and don't do anything dumb.... If we just stay cool we should be alright.

CTOFenrir says:
XO: the probe is being fired upon sir

JHS_Eharo says:
@::fires before it can move a single click.  The Breen energy weapon makes quick work of the probe ... it is soon destroyed::

CSS_Nilan says:
@:: increases speed to intercept ::

CMO_Senn says:
::turns to Cap:: OPS: I am not sure Lt... but I cannot hold you if you must go.

SO_Joe says:
CSO: The probe got away

CSO_MacMe says:
XO: Should we launch the second probe, have it go in from another angle, and we go far to one side?

Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : The Artemis suddenly stops receiving Data from the probe

OPS{Cap} says:
::lurches as some input comes from Caq's box::

CMO_Senn says:
MO: I think we are done, do you concur, doctor?

XOBryant says:
CTO: let it go mr Fenrir, if we try to change its course now then they might detect the transmission from us

Host CO_Ross says:
FCO: Mr. Vraylle, plot a course on the long way around back to our base course, sneak us out

CTOFenrir says:
XO:  The probe has been destroyed sir

OPS{Cap} says:
CMO: Ahh!!!

JHS_Eharo says:
@COM: Nilan: Probe destroyed, Gul.

XOBryant says:
CSO: Not yet, lets give them time to calm down.

CSS_Nilan says:
@COMM:JHS: Good work, we should go back to base.

MO_Ianden says:
CMO: Yes I do

XOBryant says:
::::Nods to the CTO:::::

FCO_Vrayl says:
::engages one of his previously designed courses that match the CO's wishes:: CO: Engaged.

Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION  :The Artemis can now see the three ships on their extended LRS.

OPS{Cap} says:
::puts hands on head as if an extreme headache just came over him::

JHS_Eharo says:
@COM: Nilan: Acknowledged ..... ::Sets course back to base::

Host CO_Ross says:
FCO: Very well

MO_Ianden says:
::Looks a Cap::

CMO_Senn says:
::turns the sensor cluster off and goes to Cap:: OPS: You'd better sit down over here Lt...

SO_Joe says:
CSO: I'm detecting the ships on our sensors

XOBryant says:
CSO: Any indication that they are reading us?

CSS_Ruk says:
@::waits for reports from the other two ships::

CSS_Nilan says:
@COMM:JHS: we will stay here and monitor the area.

CTOFenrir says:
XO:  Dominion ships now on our extended LRS, they will detect us in moments

Host CO_Ross says:
AEns: Mr. Kayan, status of your course projection? we may need it!

CSS_Nilan says:
@:: Activates LRS ::

OPS{Cap} says:
CMO: ::louder then it should be:: turn it off, turn his box off

CSO_MacMe says:
SO: What do you think, are they coming this way?

MO_Ianden says:
::Scratches his head::What the He** Is going on?

JHS_Eharo says:
@COM:Nilan: Acknowledged .... ::enters warp headed back for the base::

CMO_Senn says:
MO: Turn Caq's black box off!

XOBryant says:
CTO: what are they doing now?  are they coming this way or returning to their base course?

AEnsKayan says:
CO: ready to engage sir

SO_Joe says:
CSO: If they find us they will

MO_Ianden says:
::Turns Caps box off::

MO_Ianden says:
<Caqs>

JHS_Eharo says:
@::arrives back at base and reports in to the CSS Ruk::

Dom_Base says:
@::increases alert status::

CSO_MacMe says:
::Seeing the hostile ships turn back to base:: XO: Sir, I don't think they made us.

OPS{Cap} says:
CMO: you were able to make the electronic components work, but without the biological it was sending me erroneous data

CTOFenrir says:
XO: They are not heading for us, they are heading towards the base, i don't think they'll detect us sir

Host CO_Ross says:
AEns: Mr. Kayan, uplink to Mr. Vraylle's console, you may find this educational

CSS_Nilan says:
@COMM: Ruk: Signal the base for possible Federation ships in the area, and inquire when the new Early Warning System will come on line.

AEnsKayan says:
CO:  Already have sir.

XOBryant says:
CO: sir, I think that we should follow them, it’s apparent that they didn't make us and we ARE here to gather information.

SO_Joe says:
::continues to monitor the ships::

CSS_Ruk says:
@COM: Nilan: Understood Gul ... stand by ....

XOBryant says:
:::::forgets he's nervous as the adrenaline rushes::::::

MO_Ianden says:
::Scans Caq With his tricorder::

CNS_Sodak says:
::Feels adrenaline rush::

Host CO_Ross says:
AEns: Excellent!

OPS{Cap} says:
CMO,MO: I'm going back to the bridge, I'll come back if I experience any more pain. ::leaves Sickbay::

CMO_Senn says:
OPS: Cap, please  explain to me. Caq seems to be within normal parameters biologically....

CSS_Ruk says:
@COM: Base: Federation Probe destroyed. CSS Nilan is investigating.  Advise increased readiness status and launch all available ships with the Breen energy weapon.

CSO_MacMe says:
::Reviewing data on ships and station for weapon types, sensor data, warp data, etc...::

FCO_Vrayl says:
::stands ready to execute any of several escape routes::

XOBryant says:
CO: now that we have a better idea of just what their sensor range is we know how close we can get, lets see if we cant get some solid data.

OPS{Cap} says:
CMO: he's in a coma, he's unconscious and close to death, as if his brain is isolated from his body

Dom_Base says:
@COM: Ruk: Launching Battle Cruisers now .....

Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : Ships fall out of the Artemis' sensor range

CSO_MacMe says:
XO: We've lost them sir.

MO_Ianden says:
Cap: Do you know what happened to him?

SO_Joe says:
::sighs with relief::

AEnsKayan says:
::with holds a sigh at those words::

XOBryant says:
CO: sir?  Permission to alter course?

CSS_Ruk says:
@COM: Nilan: Base is launching additional Jem Hadar ships .... advise you return to the bases protective area

Host CO_Ross says:
XO: Very well, your discretion

CSO_MacMe says:
XO: Suggest we put out that probe, just to cover our tail...

XOBryant says:
FCO: change course and increase speed till we can monitor them at extreme range.

CSS_Nilan says:
@COMM:Ruk: As you wish. Helm: return us to base warp 5.

FCO_Vrayl says:
::executes a partial tangent course and increases to full impulse:: XO: Aye sir.

CSS_Nilan says:
@:: changing course and increasing speed ::

XOBryant says:
CSO:  Not this close, they may pick up the energy spike from the launch, let’s just play a hole in space ok?

CMO_Senn says:
MO: Maintain life support on Caq, we are going to run some scans and lab tests on him and his hardware before continuing.

Dom_Base says:
@COM: Ruk, Eharo, Nilan: Base defensive systems at operational stand by.

Host CO_Ross says:
CSO: Mr. MacMer, how is your department coming along on the Breen Energy Weapon defense?

XOBryant says:
CSO: but keep it ready we may need it for a diversion.

MO_Ianden says:
CMO: Yes Sir.

OPS{Cap} says:
MO: Well, it looks to me that he got a direct electrostatic pulse direct to the brain through his interface

CSO_MacMe says:
::Nods at XO, in acceptance:: CO: Sir? We haven't anything guaranteed as of yet.

XOBryant says:
::::Stands up and walks up behind the FCO watching her console and the sensor readouts on the main viewer:::::

CMO_Senn says:
OPS: Weren't you leaving, Lt? Make up your mind.

OPS{Cap} says:
CMO: you asked me a question, so I stopped, but now I'm going ::leaves::

SO_Joe says:
CSO: These Breen weapons look pretty lethal

OPS{Cap} says:
::enters TL and heads to the bridge::

XOBryant says:
::::Waits for the ships to come back up on the sensors::::

Host CO_Ross says:
XO: Mr. Bryant, you have the bridge

OPS{Cap} says:
::enters bridge and logs back into OPS::

MO_Ianden says:
CMO: What are we going to do if the Artemis is captured bye the dominion or the breen??::With a frown::

XOBryant says:
CO: aye sir

CMO_Senn says:
::takes some samples from Caq and gives them to the MO:: MO: Take them to the lab, Lt. I want to see how compromised his biology is.

Host CO_Ross says:
::Exits and heads for the RR::

OPS{Cap} says:
::fights his headache and tries to put together what's been going on

CMO_Senn says:
MO: We'll cross that bridge when we arrive to it, doctor.

XOBryant says:
:::leans on the back of the FCO's chair visibly nervous:::::

Host AGMSergio says:
<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Artemis 9905.21>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host AGMSergio says:
<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Artemis 9905.21>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>




